We consider a distributed optimization problem whereby two nodes Sl, S2 wish to jointly minimize a common convex quadratic cost function f(Xi, X2), subject to separate local constraints on xi and X2, respectively. Suppose that node Si has control of variable xi only and node S2 has control of variable X2 only. The two nodes locally update their respective variables and periodically exchange their values over a noisy channel. Previous studies of this problem have mainly focused on the convergence issue and the analysis of convergence rate. In this work, we focus on the communication energy and study its impact on convergence. In particular, we consider a class of distributed stochastic gradient type algorithms implemented using certain linear analog messaging schemes. We study the minimum amount of communication energy required for the two nodes to compute an 6-minimizer of f(Xi, X2) in the mean square sense. Our analysis shows that the communication energy must grow at least at the rate of Q(E-1). We also derive specific designs which attain this minimum energy bound, and provide simulation results that confirm our theoretical analysis. Extension to the multiple node case is described.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a network of n nodes which collaborate to minimize a cost function f (X1, X2, . . ., Xn), subject to separate constraints on xi, where xi is a local (vector) variable controlled by node Si. Each node can perform local computation and exchange messages with a set of predefined neighbors through orthogonal noisy channels.
Moreover, we assume f(xi, X2, . . ., Xn) has a certain "local structure " in the sense that its partial derivative with the respect to xi only depends on the local variables at node Si and its neighbors.
A distributed optimization problem of this kind arises naturally in sensor network applications. For example, in the sensor localization problem, we are given the locations of anchor nodes and distance measurements between certain neighbor nodes in the network. The goal is to estimate the locations of all sensors in the network by distributed minimization of a cost function f(Xi, X2, . . ., Xn) defined by the L1 norm of distance errors [2] . In this context, xi is the location of sensor Si and is to be estimated by Si. The location xi may be required to satisfy some local constraints representing a priori information (e.g. range) available at sensor Si. To xi, and exchanges information with neighbor nodes through orthogonal noisy channels. A special feature of this problem is the fact that nodes are battery operated and hence energy-constrained. Note that energy of each node is consumed for various operations including local computation and inter-sensor communication, with the latter being the dominant part. This motivates us to study the minimum amount of communication energy required for distributed optimization.
Energy consumption has not been a consideration of algorithm design in classical distributed optimization [1] . Even recent studies of distributed optimization in the context of sensor networks [6, 3] have mainly focused on convergence issues such as convergence criteria and convergence rate. To the best of our knowledge, the most relevant work to this paper is [5] which studied the minimum number of bits that must be exchanged between two nodes in order to find an 6-minimizer of f. However, unlike our current work the communication channel is assumed distortion-less in [5] , and there was no effort to characterize minimum energy consumption.
The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we establish an asymptotic lower bound for communication energy required to obtain an e-minimizer of f. Second, we provide specific designs which attain this minimum energy bound. We start with a two node case which is later generalized to the multiple node case. The considered cost function is quadratic and convex. The generalization of this work to a general cost function (e.g f(xi, 2X2.... I x* ) in the stated sensor localization problem) is a subject of ongoing research.
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where yi (t) is the signal transmitted by node Si. Therefore, communication energy at iteration t is proportional to E [ yi (t) I2] where E is the expectation operator. This paper aims to derive the communication energy required to obtain an 6-minimizer of f (x) in the mean square sense. A point x is an 6-minimizer of f (x) in the mean square sense if E[ Ix-x* IxI] < 6, where x* is the optimum point. In the sequel, we start with a two node case and will extend the results to the multiple node case in Section 3.1.
A distributed algorithm consists of two parts: a communication scheme and a local computation scheme at each node. A. Communication scheme: After each local update, node Si, i C { 1, 2} should relay its information to the other node. One way is to directly send the updated value of its local variable, xz (t + 1), result we can consider a linear analog messaging scheme where the transmitted signal, y (t), is given as,
In this equation, -y(t) is a positive coefficient to be chosen (-y(l) 0). Therefore, the total communication energy of Si is
t=l Equation (3) shows that in order to reduce communication energy, -y(t) should converge to 1. Note that the choice of -y(t) must also ensure the convergence of the distributed algorithm. B. Local computation scheme: Optimization algorithms in the presence of noise can be performed based on the stochastic gradient type algorithm or the so-called Robbins-Monro algorithm [4] . One iteration of this algorithm is given as,
where a(t) is a vanishing positive step size satisfying S a(t) -* oc; (a(t))2 < oc, and g(x) is a noisy version of t=l t=l the gradient vector of f (x). We consider a distributed implementation of the stochastic gradient type algorithm whereby Si, i c { 1, 2} tracks the other node variable according to
Here rj'i(t) is the received message from node Sj at iteration t as defined by (1) i=o (b) To obtain an e-minimizer off (x) in the mean square sense, the required communication energy must be at least Q(-1). Proof (a) We start with the iterative update in equation (5) and obtain a tight bound for the mean square error in terms of the initial values of local variables and channel noise variance. Then, we show that this bound converges to zero under condition (6) . We will need the following lemma which is stated here without a proof, Lemma I For any positive, decreasing integrable function h(x), there holds (1)- (2), (4)- (5), we can show e(t + 1) = (I tA1) e(t) + I v(t).
In this equation, the accumulated channel noise, v(t), is given as, Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and equations (9) and (11), we obtain
where C4 is a positive constant. It follows from equation (9) -DAC4Vc
In this equation, step (a) follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Step (b) is due to equation (12), and definition of o(i, t,).
Step Moreover, the same derivation of equation (9) 
where the third step is due to the Holder's inequality. Since q is less than .5, the convergence condition in Theorem l(a) is satisfied. Moreover, the mean square error decreases asymptotically at the rate of t2q-1 (equation (9)). Similar to equations (7), (9), we can show the upper bound on communication energy grows at the rate of t2q-1 for -y* (t). This result along with Theorem l(b) prove that the communication energy required to compute e-minimizer of f (x) in mean square sense grows at the rate of (E-1).
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